Neukirch developed an axiomatic and explicit approach to class field theory. This was applied to local fields and number fields but was never done for global function fields since he believed that geometric approach is more suitable. Nonetheless all the axioms can be verified and we plan to prove that global function fields satisfy the axioms Neukirch developed.
Introduction
Jergen Neurkirch's approach to class field theory plays a fundamental role in explicit class field theory. Neukirch's mechanism of class field theory provides an easy and explicit construction of the reciprocity map from several axioms. His approach is well presented in his research paper ( [12] ) and two books ( [13] and [14] ).
Recently, in view of Shinichi Mochizuki's IUT theory, a new interest to Neukirch's class field theory emerged, since Neukirch's mechanism does not use ring structures but Galois modules structure only. This is explained in detail in [10, p. 8−10] .
In his original work, Neukirch applied his method to class field theory of local fields and of number fields. The case of global fields of positive characteristic, i.e. functions fields of curves over finite fields was never published.
Ivan Fesenko generalised Neukirch's method to higher class field theory (where relevant objects do not satisfy the Galois descent property) and developed class field theory of higher local fields, as well as other higher fields ( [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] ). He also generalised Neukirch's approach in another direction to apply to class field theory of complete discrete valuation fields with perfect residue field and more generally with imperfect residue field ( [8] , [9] ) This paper is dedicated to class field theory of global fields K of positive characteristic p using Neukirch's mechanism of class field theory.
Class Field Theory Axiom
Here we recall the main idea behind Neukirch's method on Class field theory. We shall briefly outline the abstract class field theory Neukirch constructs and how this applies to local fields. But before this, we first define and prove some results on H 0 and H −1 . Any omitted proof in this section can be found in [14] .
H
0 and H 1 Let G be a group and let A be a G-module. If G is finite then every G-module A contains the norm group N G A = {N G a := σ∈G σa|a ∈ G}.
Since τ N G a = σ∈G τ σa = N G a, we have N G A ⊂ A G . Then we define the norm residue group
Now let G be a cyclic group and σ a generator of G. If A is a G-module, then, in addition to H 0 (G, A) we consider the group
where N G A = {a ∈ A|N G a = 0} and I G A = {σa−a|a ∈ A}. Those two objects are essential in class field theory and the objects H i (G, A) can be defined more abstractly for all i ∈ Z. See [3] for the full definition.
Another concept which will come very useful is the Herbrand quotient. For G, a finite cyclic group and A a G-module,we define the Herbrand quotient of A to be h(G, A) = #H 0 (G, A) #H −1 (G, A)
provided that both these orders are finite. Here we state two properties of the Herbrand quotient: Proposition 1. Let G be a finite cyclic group and let 0 → A → B → C → 0 be an exact sequence of G-modules. Then
h(G, B) = h(G, A) · h(G, C),
in the sense that when two of these quotients are defined, so is the third and the equality holds. If A is a finite G-module, then h(G, A) = 1. Now we introduce semilocal theory which will be useful for the transition between local and global class field theory. The rest of content in this chapter is taken from [11, p. 183−185 ] .
We consider a finite group G acting on an abelian group A. Assume that A is direct product of subgroups,
and that G permutes these groups A i transitively. Let G 1 be the decomposition group of A 1 , i.e. subgroup of elements which fix A 1 . We call (G 1 , A 1 ) its local component. For each a ∈ A we can uniquely write a = s i=1 a i where a i ∈ A i . For each i we choose σ i such that
We note that each a i ∈ A i can be written as σ i a ′ i for a uniquely determined element a
Proof. We first observe that A G consists of all elements of the form
for each i, is fixed under G, then for a fixed index j we apply σ −1 j and see that a
In particular, an element of A G is uniquely determined by its first component, and thus the projection gives an isomorphism
On the other hand, for a fixed j and a 1 ∈ A 1 we have
This shows that N G (A) consists precisely of those elements of the form
and thus it is clear that
Thus it is easy to see that N G (a) = 0 if and only if N G 1 (α) = 0. Therefore the map
which is obviously surjective. We now show that λ maps I G A into I G 1 A 1 . If σ ∈ G, then there is a permutation g of the indices i such that
with some τ g(i) ∈ G 1 . Hence
thus proving our assertion. To conclude the proof, it will suffice to show that if λ(a) = 0 then a ∈ I G (A). However, if α = a
and so a ∈ I G A.
Finally, note that if L/K is a finite Galois extension of fields with Galois group
This result is commonly known as Hilbert 90 theorem and is of huge importance in local class field theory.
Abstract Class field theory
Let k 0 be a field and G = G(k sep 0 /k 0 ) be its absolute Galois group. For each finite separable extension
Assume that there is aẐ-extensionk 0 /k 0 and fix the isomorphism deg :
For every finite extension K/k 0 we setK = K ·k 0 and f K = [K ∩k 0 : k 0 ]. Then the map deg induces another isomorphism
and we set
It can easily be proved that the map
is surjective. If σ =σ| L , then we callσ a Frobenius lift of σ.
Let A be a multiplicative G-module.
where σ runs through a system of right representatives of G K /G L . Similarly to the usual field norm, it can be checked that this norm map is transitive.
with the properties
Note that the definition does not imply that v is a discrete valuation, and that what we call "henselian valuation" in this paper is very different, in general, from what is called "henselian valuation" in valuation theory.
For every field K, the henselian valuation v : A k 0 →Ẑ yields the homomorphism
with image Z. We say π K ∈ A K with valuation 1 is a prime of A K .
Furthermore, we now assume thay G-module A satisfies the following axiomatic condition:
Then for each finite Galois extension L/K we define the reciprocity map
where Σ is the fixed field of a Frobenius liftσ ∈ φ(L/K) of σ ∈ G(L/K) and π Σ ∈ A Σ is a prime element. Neukirch proves that this map is well defined and is a homomorphism.
We define a class field theory for such G-module to be a pair of homomorphisms
where deg is continuous and bijective and v is a henselian valuation with respect to deg. Now we are ready to state the main theorem of Class Field Theory:
This map is called the norm residue symbol of L/K. The norm residue symbol satisfies certain functoriality conditions. In particular we have the commu-
Passing onto projective limits, the norm residue symbol extends to infinite Galois extensions L/K since we have the above commutative diagram. In the particular case of the extensioñ K/K we have
An another important feature of classical class field theory is the Existence Theorem. For every field K we introduce a topology in A K as follows. For each a ∈ A K we take the cosets aN L/K A L as a basis of open neighbourhoods of a, where L/K runs through all finite Galois extensions of K. We call this topology the norm topology of A K . Note that v K and N L/K is continuous if L/K is a finite extension. Then we can classify the finite abelian extensions.
If L is associated to the open subgroup N of A K , then L is called the class field of N .
Local Class Field Theory
We shall briefly recall results from [14] without proof. 
class field theory and
× satisfies the Class Field Theory Axiom. Therefore, for each Galois extension L/K of local fields we obtain a canonical isomorphism
Also the Existence Theorem holds.
Note that the only part which requires work is the proof of the class field theory axiom which can be found in [13] and [14] . In fact, by Hilbert 90, it suffices to calculate the Herbrand quotient only. By the exact sequence
it suffices to prove the following:
Proof. See §5 of [14] .
As before, the inverse of r L/K gives the local norm residue symbol
Characteristic p global class field theory
We shall prove characteristic p global class field theory in the spirit of Neukirch's explicit approach.
Preliminary results for Global Function Fields
Here we recall some standard facts about function fields, most of which can be found in [15] . This section is for those who have little to no experience with characteristic p global field but is familiar with number fields.
General Function field
We start with an algebraic definition of function field of one variable over an arbitrary field F .
Clearly the set F ′ := {z ∈ K|z is algebraic over F } is a subfield of K. We call F ′ the field of constants of K/F . It is clear that K is a function field over F ′ . In this text we will always assume F = F ′ .
Definition. A discrete valuation of K/F is a map v : K × → R satisfying the following conditions:
We can define an equivalence relation on the set of discrete valuations:
′ . An equivalent class of discrete valuations of K/F is called a Place of K/F ; the set of all places of K is denoted by P K . We also say a discrete valuation v is normalised if v(
is a discrete subgroup of (R, +) so v(K × ) = cZ for some c ∈ R + . So clearly we can identify places of K/F and normalised valuations of K/F . For each P we write the corresponding valuation v P .
For a place P we set O P = {z ∈ K : v P (z) ≥ 0}. This is a discrete valuation ring with a unique maximum ideal m P := {z ∈ K : v P (z) ≥ 1}. The quotient O P /m P =: F P is a finite extension of F . So we may define the Degree of a place by
We say a place P is rational if Deg(P ) = 1.
Global Function Field
Now we restrict our attention to the case of global function field. Thus F = F p n and K is a function field over F . For each place P let K P be a completion of K with respect to the topology induced by the valuation v P . Then K P is a local field of characteristic p. We note that the residue field of K P is F P and K P = F P ((t P )) where t P is a prime of K P . We write O P for the ring of integers of K P and U P = O × P for its units. Definition. The divisor group of K/F is defined as the (additively written) free abelian group which is generated by the places of K/F ; it is denoted by Div(K). The elements of Div(K) are called divisors of K/F . In other words, a divisor is a formal sum
where n P ∈ Z and almost all n P = 0. The support of D is defined as supp(D) := {P ∈ P K : n P = 0}.
It will often be found convenient to write
where S ∈ P F is a finite set with S ⊃ suppD. A divisor of the form D = P for some place P is called a prime divisor. The degree of a divisor is defined as
and this yields a homomorphism Deg : Div(K) → Z.
For each x ∈ K × we can define (x) := P v P (x)P . v P (x) is zero for almost all P so (x) is a divisor. Also it can be proved that Deg((x)) =: Deg(x) = 0 for all x ∈ K. Thus we can define the following:
Definition. The set of divisors
is called the divisor class group of K/F . By the remark above, Deg: Proof. This standard result can be found in many texts, including [15, §5] .
Useful results on Global Function fields
Here we state a few results essential for the proof of class field theory axiom. Most of it is taken from §13, §17 of [1] . Results which we directly need will be stated without proof.
Firstly we define the derivative on a local field (of characteristic p) in the following way: let t P be a prime element of a local field K P and x = ∞ i=m a i t i P . Then we define
P . Given such expansion we define a function a
i (x) = a i . Clearly this depends on the choice of the prime element t P . Note if t ′ P is another prime then
Then in general, for arbitrary x, y ∈ K P where
, by the formula
. This is independent of the choice of the prime t P by the above 'chain rule'.
We also define another map res on a local field as following: Let xdy be a local differential. Then we define residue of a differential form
However this function does not depend on the choice of prime t P so we may just write res instead of res t P . We may also write res P for the residue function on K P .
Definition. Let x ∈ K which is transcendental over F . We say x is a separating element if K/F (x) is a finite separable extension. Now we state a Lemma which allows us to describe a global function field in a neater way:
Lemma 4. For each place P , there exists a separating element t ∈ K such that t is a prime of K P .
Proof. Let x be a separating element. By replacing x by 1/x, x + 1 or 1/x + 1, we can ensure that v P (x) = 0. Let τ ∈ k be any prime of P . If τ is a separating element then we are done. If not then dτ /dx = 0. Set t = τ x. Then t is also a prime of P and a separating element as
Then we get the following result.
Lemma 5. Let t be a separating element for K/F which also is a prime for a place Q. For each P ∈ P K , let t P ∈ K P be a prime. 
Let Q be a place and let t be a separable element which is also a prime for Q. For each place P let T r P be the trace map between F P and F . Then we define a map λ :
This map is indeed in Lin * cts (K); it is clearly additive and k 0 homogeneous. If |α P | P is small for all places where t has poles and if α P is a unit at all other places, then λ(α) = 0, since each residue is 0. This shows continuity of λ. Vanishing at K requires some work which we leave readers to check [1] §17.
As the action of K on λ ∈ Lin * cts (K) is given by x · λ(α) = λ(xα), Proposition 4 implies that if λ(xα) = 0 for all x ∈ K, then α ∈ K.
Idele Class group
Let k 0 = F p (T ) and let K be a finite extension of k 0 . Let q be the size of the constant field of K. Then we define I K , group of Ideles over K to be ′ P K × P , the restricted product of the multiplicative group of the completion of K at each place P with respect to their units U P . K × is naturally diagonally embedded into I K and therefore we can define C K = I K /K × , the Idele class group. It is well known that Idele class group for global fields satisfy Galois descent condition (For L/K a Galois extension, C
We define an Idelic norm | · | K :
where q P = q deg(P ) , in another words, the size of the residue field of K P . This is a homomorphism where the image is q Z ⊂ R + . We denote the kernel of this map by I 0 K . By the product formula K × ∈ I 0 K and therefore we can define subgroup
In the exactly same way as the number field case it can be shown that C 0 K is compact.
For the proof of this Proposition we introduce a new map. For every place P of k we have a canonical injection [ ] P : K × P → C K which maps a P ∈ K × P to the class of the Idele [a P ] P = (· · · , 1, 1, 1, a P , 1, 1, 1, · · · ) .
Proof. Let P be a rational place of K and let t P be a prime element of K P . Let Γ K be the image of the subgroup generated by [t P ] P in C K . Then clearly Γ K ∼ = Z. By construction Γ K is mapped isomorphically onto q Z ⊂ R + by the Idelic norm and hence we obtain
Proposition 6. Let L/K be a finite extension and α ∈ I L , then the local components of
Proof. Same as the number field case. See §6.2 of [14] .
Class field theory axiom
We plan to prove the class field theory axiom for characteristic p global field K, taking Idele class group C K as the central object.
First we plan to prove two inequalities, which are classically known as the First and the Second inequality. The proof of the Second inequality in the case where the degree of the extension divides p = char(K) requires some lengthy argument to prove. So the readers who would like to assume the inequalities and see the original work, may skip to the next chapter. The proof was taken from [2] .
The First inequality
We state one side of inequality which we shall refer to as the First Inequality.
Theorem 4. Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree n with Galois group
Note that this proof is a lot easier than corresponding result in characteristic 0 as global function fields do not have an archimedian place. For this proof only we write h(
Proof. Let U = P U P be the unit Ideles of
Using Proposition 5 and the Third Isomorphism Theorem we obtain h(I L /I 0 L ) = h(Z) = n. We recall that Proposition 3 says the number of divisor classes of degree zero is finite. As Cl
U ∩ L × is the multiplicative group of the constant field of L so it is a finite group. Hence h(U ∩ L × ) = 1. We can express U as a direct product
Let U P denote any of U P for P|P then we have for i = 0, −1,
for i = 0, −1 by the semilocal theory (Lemma 1,2) and hence
By Lemma 3, h(G P , U P ) = 1 for all P . Therefore h(U) = P h(G P , U P ) = 1 and h(C L ) = n.
Now we state two consequences of the First inequality. These will play important role for the proof of the Second inequality.
Corollary 1. Let L/K be a Galois extension of a global field. If almost all places split completely in L, then L = K. Moreover if L/K is cyclic of prime degree p r , then there are infinitely many places of K which do not split in L.
Proof. See [14] . (The proof in the text is given for the number field case but as we have Theorem 4, the same proof can be used for function fields.)
extensions of prime degree p which are mutually disjoint over K. Then there exists infinitely many places P that split completely in
is cyclic. Let P be a place in (K 2 · · · K r ) which does not split in L and which divides a place P of K which is unramified in L. Since almost all places of (K 2 · · · K r ) is unramified in L, such P exists by the above Corollary. Then L P /(K 2 · · · K r ) P is cyclic of degree p. But L P /K P is also cyclic as P is unramified in K. The Galois group of L/K is isomorphic to (Z/pZ) r and L P /K P is a cyclic subgroup. This means [L P :
It follows that P splits completely in (K 2 · · · K r ). It does not split in K 1 as otherwise L P = K P which is not the case.
Second Inequality
Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree n with Galois group G as before. The purpose of this section is to prove the following:
This inequality is classically known as the Second inequality. It is possible to perform reduction steps to show that it suffices to prove the inequality in the case of cyclic extension of prime degree.
is finite and divides a power of m.
Proof. To prove the finiteness of norm index we can assume L/K is normal using transitivity of the norm map. Also we write N = N L/K for the proof of this Lemma only.
Let S be a finite subset of P K including all ramified places, and enough places such that
where n P = #H 0 (G P , K × P ). The last equality follows from semilocal theory. This proves the finiteness.
The norm index divides a power of the degree because for any
Consequently if the Second Inequality holds for
Proof. We note that
From this we obtain:
Corollary 3. If the Second inequality holds in all cyclic extensions of prime degree l, then it holds in all Galois extensions.
Proof. Let L/K be Galois and let l be a prime. Let L ′ be the fixed field of an l-Sylow subgroup of the Galois group
′ is a tower of cyclic fields of degree l and by Lemma 7 we may assume that the inequality holds in L/L ′ .
[
, and is therefore prime to l. From the fact that [ 
This is analogue to Kummer theory which plays an important role in the characteristic 0 and [L : K] = p case. Note we can also describe any cyclic extension of degree p n of a characteristic p field in a similar manner by using Witt vectors. For this see [16] . Now let K be a global function field with constant field F = F p r . For each place P of K let K P be the usual local field associated with P and let F P denote its residue field. Then F P naturally contains F and K P = F P ((t)) where t is a prime element of K P which is also in K. By Lemma 4 we can also assume t is separating.
Let T r = T r Fp/Fp and for x, y ∈ K P let res(xdy) be the residue of a local differential xdy with respect to t.
For x ∈ K P and y ∈ K × P we define
Then we easily verify that ψ P (x 1 + x 2 , y) = ψ P (x 1 , y) + ψ P (x 2 , y) and ψ P (x, y 1 y 2 ) = ψ P (x, y 1 ) + ψ P (x, y 2 ) and therefore is a pairing of the two groups K P and K × P into additive group F p . This pairing is continuous since if x ∈ O P and y ∈ O Proof. Let x = ∞ i=0 a i t i with a i ∈ F , and y = t n u where u is a unit of K × P . ψ P (x, u) = 0 and consequently ψ P (x, y) = nT r(res(x dt t )) = nT r(a 0 ).
ψ P (x, y) = 0 is therefore equivalent with p|n or T r(a 0 ) = 0 and we have to show that T r(a 0 ) = 0 is equivalent with x = Pz.
Recalling raising to the power of p is the generating element for F p /F p , we view it as a 0 = (σ − 1)b and as H −1 (G(L/K), K) = 0 for any cyclic extension L/K we obtain T r(a 0 ) = 0. Conversely suppose T r(a 0 ) = 0. Then a 0 = (σ − 1)b = Pb for some b ∈ F P . Let x 1 = x − a 0 and put
This series converges in k P and therefore we get x 1 = z p 1 − z 1 − Pz 1 and consequently
Now break the T r map into trace T r P = T r F P /F and followed by trace T r ′ = T r F/Fp . Choose a place Q of K and let t be a prime of
Proof. We may replace x by cx for any c ∈ F and obtain T r ′ (c · λ(αx)) = 0. This means λ(αx) = 0 as if it were not the case then we have T r ′ (F ) = 0. This is not true as F p is perfect. Then by Proposition 4 that α ∈ K.
We recall that for almost all P the derivatives dt dt P is in U P where t P is any prime element at place P . Let α ∈ I K . Then we can form an Adele 1 α dα dt with local components
Now we define the following pairing on
Last expression shows that ψ is indeed a pairing. For continuity nothing needs to be shown for the discrete K. If α P is close to 1 then
is close to 0. Now we describe the kernel of this pairing. For a pairing η : A × B → F P , kernel of A is defined as the set of elements a ∈ A such that η(a, b) = 0 for all b ∈ B. Kernel of B is also defined in a similar way. We additionally note that every element of K × has order p and that
is compact. Therefore the duality theory can be used.
Proof. See Appendix.
Let K sep,p = K(P −1 K) be the maximal p-extension of K. By Theorem 5, K sep,p is associated with A = P −1 K. A is paired with the Galois group G p = G(K sep,p /K) by (a, σ) = (σ − 1)a. We have mapped A into K by the map a → Pa. The image of A is the whole field K and we may view this pairing also as a pairing of K and G p into F p where
x ∈ K, σ ∈ G p . The kernel of K is now PK, the same as in the pairing ψ(x, G p ); that of G p is 1. Under this pairing the group G p is naturally isomorphic to the character group of K/PK (where K/PK has the discrete topology). In the pairing ψ(x, G p ) the group
is naturally isomorphic to the same character group. It follows that one has a natural isomorphism between G p and
If σ is the image of the Idele a under the map then we should have ψ(x, a) = [x, σ] = (σ − 1)(P −1 x). We denote this map by σ(a) and the previous equation describes for us just the effect of σ(a) on the generators of K sep,p , a description which determines σ(a) completely:
This map is actually a surjective homomorphism of C K into G p with kernel C We finally have all the ingredients required for the proof.
Proof of the Second inequality in the case
is open and of finite index in I K . According to Theorem 4 the index is at least p. The image of this group under the isomorphism of Theorem 6 is an open subgroup H ′ of G p . The index of H ′ in G p is finite and at least p. H ′ determines a certain subfield E/K of K sep,p /k which is the compositum of cyclic fields of prime degree and each of these fields is left fixed by H ′ . We shall prove that for cyclic extension K ′ /K of degree p which is different from L, there is an element of H ′ which does not leave every element in K ′ fixed. This will show that H ′ = H and prove the second inequality.
By Corollary 2 there are infinitely places P of K which splits completely in L and remains prime in K ′ . If K ′ = K(P −1 x) we can therefore select P in such a way that x does not have a pole at P . Let π P be a prime of K P and consider the Idele [π P ] P . It is a norm from L since P splits in L and hence σ([π P ]) is in H ′ . Now we compute ψ(x, [π P ]) = ψ P (x, π P ). By construction P does not split in K ′ so x is not in PK P . As p does not divide v P (a P ) = 1, Lemma 8 implies that ψ(x, a P ) = 0. This is equivalent to saying σ([π P ]) does not fix P −1 x and hence H = H ′ .
Valuation and Deg
is topologically generated by the map x → x p , namely the Frobenius, which we shall denote by ϕ, and is isomorphic toẐ via the map ϕ → 1. Denote this isomorphism deg.
Then as in the abstract case for each finite extension K of k 0 we can define an isomorphism
where ( , L P /K P ) is the local norm residue symbol. Note for each α = (α P ) ∈ I K , (α P , L P /K P ) are equal to 1 for almost all P as almost all α P are units and almost all extensions L P /K P are unramified.
Proof. Exactly same as the number field case.
In the same way as characteristic 0 case, we can define [ , L/K] for an infinite extension L of K by taking projective limit. It is clear that Proposition 9 holds for infinite extension as well.
We define homomorphism v K : I K →Ẑ to be the composite of [ ,K/K] and deg K .
Proposition 10.
For every principal element a ∈ K we have
where ζ n is a primitive (p n − 1)th root of unity. Then for each place Q of K and a ∈ K
. So using P |α P | P = 1 and
So as in Proposition 10 we can assume K = F p (T ). Let α ∈ I 0 K . At the end of the proof of Proposition 10, we obtained that (α, K(ζ n )/K) = 1 if and only if P Deg(P )v P (α P ) = 0. This condition is equivalent to α ∈ C 
Proof. Recall that in Proposition 5 we obtained decomposition
where T P = [π P ] P and π P is a prime element for some rational place P . Using Proposition 2 we know that [T P ,K/K] = (π P ,K P /K P ) = ϕ K P . As P is a rational place ϕ K P = ϕ K . This automatically implies the first assertion as
Then the first condition for v K being the henselian valuation is satisfied since v K (C K ) = Z. By Proposition 9, the second condition is also satisfied as for every finite extension
Recall that the Idele class groups C K satisfy the class field theory axiom and hence we get the following result.
Theorem 7. For every Galois extension L/K of function field over a finite field we have a canonical isomorphism
r L/K : G(L/K) ab ∼ = C K /N L/K C L .
Also the Existence Theorem holds.
The inverse of r L/K yields the surjective homomorphism
Proposition 12. If L/K is an abelian extension and P a prime of K, then the diagram
is commutative.
Proof. Exactly same as number field case.
As in the abstract case, we can take inverse limit of the global norm residue symbol to obtain map ( , K ab /K) :
The image of this map is not surjective unlike the number field case (for instance ( ,K/K) is not surjective since the image is isomorphic to Z). Also the kernel of this map is clearly given as the intersection of all N L/K C L which can be proved to be connected component of 1 ( [2] ). This is non-trivial for number fields but not for global function fields. So ( , K ab /K) : C K → G(K ab /K) is injective.
A Full proof of the Second inequality
In this appendix we fill the gap in the proof of the Second inequality shown previously. We aim to prove Proposition 8.
For this proof, a certain result on derivation will be needed. We recall that a derivation D of a field L is an additive map of L to itself which satisfies the Leibniz rule D(xy) = xD(y) + yD(x).
Definition. An element x ∈ L is called a logarithmic derivative in L if there exists an element y ∈ L such that x = D(y) y .
Let D be a derivation on L. The additive group of all x ∈ L for which D n (x) = 0 shall be denoted by P n . Let D 0 be an identity which means P 0 = {0}. Also we denote the additive operator that multiplies the elements of L by a given element y of L also by y. There may be confusion as to whether y denotes an element or the operator. For this we shall write Dy for the operator product y followed by D where as D(y) means the effect D has on y. Usually the derivation D has the additional property that for each x in L we have D n (x) = 0 for some n. Then the above Lemma shows that an element x ∈ L is a logarithmic derivative in L if and only if (D + x) n (1) = 0 for some n. If x is now an element of a subfield K of L that is stable under D, (i.e.D(K) ⊂ K,) and if x is an element of K, then x is a logarithmic derivative in K if and only if it is a logarithmic derivative in L. This situation occurs in the following case: Let F be a field of characteristic p ≥ 0 and L = F ((t)) the field of formal power series in t with coefficients in F . If D is the ordinary differentiation with respect to t then D p = 0. Therefore we obtain:
